
Y11 Drama Spring: C3PB Noughts + Crosses (Live Theatre Review)

Act 1 Act 2 

★ Sephy (X) and 
Callum (O) kiss for 
the first time 

★ X crowd protests 
about the three O’s 
who are joining their 
school

★ X girls attack Sephy 
for socialising with 
O’s

★ Jasmine tells Callum 
to never see Sephy 
again

★ Sephy vows revenge 
on Lola and gang 

★ Lynette is found dead
★ Bomb goes off at the 

shopping centre, 
Sephy and Callum 
run towards the exit 

★ The bomb is deemed 
an act of terrorism

★ Sephy sees Ryan has 
been charged with 
terrorism/murder on tv

★ Headmaster suspends 
Callum from school

★ Ryan is ‘executed’
★ Reporter later announces 

Ryan dies when escaping 
from Prison 

★ Jude convinces callum to 
join his secret 
organisation 

★ Sephy leaves for 
boarding school

★ Sephy escapes from 
Callum and Jude fighting

★ Sephy is pregnant 
★ Police take Callum away 
★ Crowd gathers to witness 

Callum’s execution 
★ Sephy is on the beach 

holding her baby 
daughter 

Historical Context: 
● No exact year given for the play. Technology and leisure 

activities succegest 21st century. 
● In this world, crosses have power and noughts experience 

discrimination 
● Blackman originally wanted to write a novel about slavery but 

later decided to explore issues of race ad injustice from a 
different perspective

● Themes including slavery, apartheid and terrorism influence 
background of the play 

● Last UK execution was 1964  and CP had long been 
abolished - this still exists in N+C.

Social Context:
● Noughts work for the crosses
● Limited/ unsuccessful attempts to desegregate schools 
● Headteachers, lawyers and Gov ministers are X males 
● X characters have names inspired by mythology (i.e 

Persephone) 
● O characters have scottish/ Irish names - might suggest celtic 

background 
Cultural Context: 

● Dystopian literature (i.e Handmaids tale) 
● Speculative fiction (could have happened to Western society) 
● Theme of propaganda (how the media is explored)
● Similarities between R+J / Sephy and Callum 



Homework Tasks Completed?

1 Summarise Act 1 and Act 2 in two sentences.

2 Design a set for Noughts + Crosses that reflects the cultural context.

3 Create a props list for Noughts + Crosses that reflects the Historical context.

4 Create a costume design for one of the characters in Noughts + Crosses that reflects the social context.

5 Select two contrasting moments from Act 1 and consider how (as Director) you would use proxemics.

1.
2.

6 Select two contrasting moments from Act 2 and consider how (as Director) you would use proxemics.

1.
2.
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